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SUMMARY

As a part of the overall study of the problems associated with the behavior of rocket engine propellants stored in space-vehicle tanks while exposed to weightlessness and solar and planetary radiant heat sources, the zero-gravity liquid configuration of several common liquids in spherical glass tanks was experimentally investigated.

The zero-gravity equilibrium liquid configuration for mercury in spherical glass tanks is one in which the liquid-vapor surface is a surface of constant curvature and the mercury remains in contact with the walls at the same contact angle as was observed in the 1-g environment. The contact angle for mercury appeared to be unaffected by the level of the gravity field.

The zero-gravity equilibrium liquid configuration for ethyl alcohol in spherical glass tanks is a completely wetted tank wall with a spherical vapor bubble in the interior of the liquid.

The time required to wet the tank wall completely increased with an increase in the ratio of density to surface tension for carbon tetrachloride, ethyl alcohol, and water.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA Lewis Research Center is currently conducting a study of the problems associated with the behavior of rocket-engine propellants stored in space-vehicle tanks while exposed to weightlessness and solar and planetary radiant heat sources. The condition of weightlessness will be encountered by space vehicles during planetary orbital missions and during periods of coast on interplanetary space missions. A knowledge of the final equilibrium liquid configuration will be needed to
solve the problems of effective tank venting, pump inlet design, orientation control of space vehicles, and effective long-term propellant storage. The mechanics of heat transfer to stored propellants during periods of weightlessness must be determined because the buoyant forces that normally remove vapor bubbles from tank walls are absent, as are convective-heat-transfer processes. As a part of this overall study, the liquid-configuration dynamics of several common liquids are being experimentally investigated in a weightless environment without heat input.

In general, the forces acting on a liquid are the inertial forces and the intermolecular forces that are exhibited in the form of the surface-tension forces. When a liquid is under the influence of a gravity field, the inertial forces predominate, and only small effects of the surface-tension forces are noticeable. Typically, the effects of dominant inertial forces are the shaping of liquids in tanks, the weight of the liquid, the hydrostatic pressure of liquid columns, the rise of vapor bubbles in liquids due to buoyancy, and the convection currents in liquids as a result of heat inputs. The effects of the surface-tension forces are exhibited by the meniscus of liquids in contact with solid bodies and by the capillary rise or depression in small-diameter tubes.

However, when a liquid is removed from the effects of a gravity field, the surface-tension forces become significant because the inertial forces are no longer dominant. Hence, the equilibrium liquid configuration, the liquid-configuration dynamics, and the mechanics of heat transfer are influenced to a larger degree by the surface-tension forces.

These problem areas are currently under study, both analytically and experimentally, by several investigators in the field of weightlessness. Analytical studies of the behavior of liquids, both wetting and nonwetting, in the absence of gravitational forces were undertaken by Li (ref. 1) and Benedikt (refs. 2 to 4). Experimental studies of the behavior of liquids, both wetting and nonwetting, in the absence of gravity forces have been conducted by Reynolds (ref. 5), Usiskin and Siegel (ref. 6), Siegel (ref. 7), Brazinsky and Weiss (ref. 8), Steinle (ref. 9), Neiner (ref. 10), and Sherley (ref. 11).

The purpose of this report is to present and discuss the experimental results obtained from an investigation of the equilibrium liquid configuration of typical wetting and nonwetting liquids in spherical glass tanks in a weightless environment in the absence of heat inputs. These results were obtained over a range of tank sizes and fillings. A 1.95-second period of weightlessness was obtained in a drop tower in which the experimental package was subjected to a free fall. The test procedures utilized ensured extremely quiescent initial conditions and a gravity level below $10^{-5}$ g. It should be noted that hereinafter the terms weightlessness and zero gravity will be used synonymously.
DISCUSSION OF ANALYTICAL CONCEPTS

The history of the study of surface-tension phenomena can be traced as far back as Leonardo da Vinci and Sir Isaac Newton (ref. 12). However, it was Young (ref. 13) who first established the theory by demonstrating how the principles of surface tension and contact angle can be used to explain a great many capillary phenomena. The theory was put on a firm mathematical foundation by Laplace (ref. 14) and later Poisson (ref. 15). Further developments were made by Gauss (ref. 16), who applied the principle of conservation of energy to the system and obtained not only the equation of the free surface but also the conditions of the contact angle. Other earlier investigators include Dupré (ref. 17), Rayleigh (ref. 18), Gibbs (ref. 19), and Plateau (ref. 20), who utilized soap bubbles and other devices to determine the equilibrium configuration of liquids. Later investigations were carried out by Langmuir (ref. 21) and Harkins (refs. 22 and 23) in this country and Adam (ref. 24) and Burdon (ref. 25) in England. In recent times, surface phenomena have been studied by many workers, as attested to by the great wealth of data on the subject (refs. 26 to 48). Some of these investigations have concentrated primarily on contact angle (refs. 35 to 42), while others have devoted themselves to wetting and spreading (refs. 43 to 48).

Liquid Contact Angle

Consider a liquid in contact with a solid surface. The free surface energies at the solid-liquid-vapor interfaces may be represented by the surface-tension forces acting in the direction of the surfaces (ref. 49). The angle at which the liquid meets the solid surface, measured in the liquid, is the contact angle. A schematic diagram illustrating how these surface-tension forces act at the solid-liquid-vapor interfaces is presented in figure 1.

For the liquid to be in equilibrium with the solid surface, the surface-tension forces at the solid-liquid-vapor interfaces must be in balance parallel to the solid surface. Therefore,

\[ \sigma_{VS} = \sigma_{LS} + \sigma_{VL} \cos \theta \]  

(1)

and

\[ \theta = \cos^{-1} \frac{\sigma_{VS} - \sigma_{LS}}{\sigma_{VL}} \]  

(2)

where \( \sigma_{VS} \), \( \sigma_{LS} \), and \( \sigma_{VL} \) are the surface tensions of the vapor-solid, liquid-solid, and vapor-liquid interfaces, respectively, and \( \theta \) is the contact angle. It is observed that the contact angle \( \theta \) depends on the
magnitudes of the three surface-tension forces. When \( (\gamma_S - \gamma_L)/\gamma_L \) is between 0 and 1, the contact angle \( \theta \) will lie between 0° and 90°. When the contact angle \( \theta \) lies between 0° and 90°, a common convention is to call the liquid a wetting liquid. If, however, \( (\gamma_S - \gamma_v)/\gamma_L \) lies between 0 and -1, the contact angle \( \theta \) will lie between 90° and 180°, and the liquid is said to be a nonwetting liquid.

From these considerations, it can be concluded that the contact angle should remain constant in any gravity field, including a weightless environment, because the intermolecular forces that are exhibited in the surfact-tension forces are independent of the level of the gravity field.

Zero-Gravity Liquid Configuration

From many observations of natural phenomena, it can be generally concluded that, when all the external forces on a system are removed, the system will tend toward a state of minimum energy. Hence, when the restraint of gravity is removed from a tank containing a wetting or a nonwetting liquid (i.e., when the tank is in a weightless environment), this system will tend toward a state of minimum energy. Under these conditions, the contact angle and the tank geometry must be taken into account in order to determine the equilibrium liquid configuration.

Consider a spherical tank partially filled with a wetting liquid where the contact angle \( \theta \) is greater than 0° but less than 90°. When in a weightless environment, the equilibrium liquid configuration will be a constant-curvature liquid-vapor surface meeting the wall at the same contact angle as was observed in the gravity field. Sketches showing the configuration of a wetting liquid in a spherical tank under the influence of a gravity field and during weightlessness are presented in figure 2. In the case of a spherical tank partially filled with a nonwetting liquid where the contact angle is greater than 90° but less than 180°, the equilibrium liquid configuration in a weightless environment is again a constant-curvature liquid-vapor surface meeting the tank wall at the same contact angle as was observed in the gravity field. Sketches showing the configuration of a nonwetting liquid in a spherical tank under the influence of a gravity field and during weightlessness are presented in figure 3.

In the case of a totally wetting liquid in a spherical tank, that is, a liquid with a contact angle of 0°, the condition of a constant-curvature liquid-vapor surface occurs only when the tank walls are completely wetted and the vapor forms a bubble in the interior of the liquid. The surface energy of the bubble will then tend toward a minimum, which is obtained by minimizing the surface areas of the bubble.
It can be concluded, therefore, that the equilibrium liquid configuration for a totally wetting liquid in a spherical tank when placed in a weightless environment is a completely wetted tank wall with a spherical vapor bubble in the interior of the liquid. A sketch showing the configuration of a totally wetting liquid in a spherical tank under the influence of a gravity field and during weightlessness is presented in figure 4.

Similarly, for a totally nonwetting liquid in a spherical tank, that is, a liquid with a contact angle of 180°, the condition of a constant-curvature liquid-vap. surface occurs only when the liquid is completely detached from the tank walls. The surface energy of the liquid will tend toward a minimum with a simultaneous reduction of the liquid-vapor surface area. It can be concluded, therefore, that the equilibrium liquid configuration for a totally nonwetting liquid in a spherical tank in a weightless environment is a spherical liquid mass completely detached from the tank walls. The tank walls will be covered by a vapor blanket. A sketch showing the configuration of a totally nonwetting liquid in a spherical tank under the influence of a gravity field and during weightlessness is presented in figure 5.

In this report no attempt is made to give a detailed account of the exact manner in which a liquid migrates from the 1-g configuration to the weightless configuration. At present the basic mechanism of this transition is not well defined. However, one possible explanation is that nonuniform pressure forces, due to nonuniform surface curvature, acting on the liquid-vapor surface of the liquid initiate the transition.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Among the several methods available for producing a weightless environment (see ref. 50), one of the most direct is to allow a test body to undergo a free fall. During the time of free fall, the test body will be in true weightlessness, as there are no restraining forces acting on it.

Test Facility

In the present investigation a weightless environment was obtained in a drop tower with a usable drop height of 85 feet that yields a free-fall time of 2.3 seconds. This tower is the 21-foot-square, eight-story structure shown in figures 6 and 7. In this particular facility air drag on the experimental package is kept to a minimum by allowing the experimental package to fall within a protective drag shield. The
experimental package and the drag shield were unguided during the free fall. A schematic diagram of the experimental package and drag shield is shown in figure 8.

A 3- by 5- by 6.75-foot-deep sandbox was located on the first floor of the building and served as part of a deceleration device for the experiment. Adjacent to the sandbox was a sand storage hopper, which was used in aerating the sand. Sand aeration was accomplished by using an enclosed screw-type auger to pump sand from the sandbox into the hopper and then back into the sandbox through a strainer.

The fifth floor of the drop tower served as a working and assembly area for handling the experiment before and after a test drop. In order to facilitate test operations, a cradle support for the drag shield was welded to a movable section of floor that could be rolled out of the way before each drop.

The eighth floor contained an electrically powered hoist used for lifting the experiment to its predrop position. Attached to a roof beam directly over the drop area was a combination wire support and release mechanism from which the experiment was hung. The release mechanism consisted of a double-acting air cylinder with a hard steel knife edge attached to the piston. Pressurization of the air cylinder forced the knife edge to cut the wire against an anvil, thereby ensuring a smooth release.

Drag Shield

Air resistance on the experiment package was kept below $10^{-5}$ g of deceleration by allowing the experimental package to fall within a 400-pound drag shield. The ratio of weight to frontal area of the drag shield was kept high so that the deviation from a true free fall would be kept to a minimum. Both drag shield and experiment package fell together during the test drop. Access to the inside of the drag shield was through two detachable side plates. Three maple spikes, 3 inches in diameter and 73 inches in length, were mounted in a row along the bottom. These served to decelerate the drag shield and the experiment package upon impact into the sandbox. Attached to the bottom of the spikes were machined aluminum tips. The size of the aluminum tips was reduced after every drop to compensate for sand packing and thus maintain a nominal decelerating force on the experiment of 15 g's.

Experiment Package

The fluid under investigation was contained in a spherical glass tank suitably mounted and illuminated to allow a high-speed motion-picture camera to photograph the entire tank during free fall. The
The experimental package is shown in figure 9. The tanks used were standard, round-bottomed, Pyrex flasks varying in size from 34 to 1068 milliliters. The tanks were mounted so that the neck was in the up position for the nonwetting-liquid experiments and in the down position for the wetting-liquid experiments. It was found that the presence of the neck had no effect on the weightless configuration of the liquid. A 16-millimeter Fairchild high-speed camera with a 100-foot film capacity was used to obtain the photographic data. Average film speed was 400 frames per second, which gave a total running time of 10 seconds. Illumination of the spherical tanks was provided by four 20-watt, 28-volt, direct-current light bulbs. In order to keep highlights and glare to a minimum, the tanks were mounted inside a light box having a dull white interior finish, and the light bulbs were arranged to provide indirect lighting. A photograph of a sphere containing mercury and mounted in place is shown in figure 10. Electrical power for the lights and camera was carried in the experiment package and consisted of 48 nickel-cadmium cells stacked into four batteries of 12 cells each. Three batteries powered the lights, and one battery powered the camera. The lighting circuit was connected by means of a relay to the camera control circuit so that lights and camera turned off after film ran through the camera.

Test Liquids

The liquids used in this experimental investigation were triple-distilled mercury, 200-proof ethyl alcohol, distilled water, and chemically pure carbon tetrachloride. The bulk of the experimental data was obtained using mercury as being representative of a nonwetting liquid and ethyl alcohol as being representative of a totally wetting liquid. Limited data were obtained with water and carbon tetrachloride, both of which are totally wetting liquids. The properties of these liquids are given in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mercury</th>
<th>Ethyl Alcohol</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Carbon Tetrachloride</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Density at 20°C, g/cm³</strong></td>
<td>13.546</td>
<td>0.7893</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
<td>1.595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viscosity at 20°C, centipoises</strong></td>
<td>1.554</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>1.005</td>
<td>1.038 at 15°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surface tension at 20°C in air, dynes/cm</strong></td>
<td>476.1</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>72.75</td>
<td>26.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Density/surface tension, sec²/cm³</strong></td>
<td>0.0284</td>
<td>0.0354</td>
<td>0.0137</td>
<td>0.0596</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
During the experimental investigation, the test liquids were at essentially ambient pressure and temperature. The liquid-vapor interface in every case was liquid to air. In the investigation of alcohol, a small amount of blue dye (spirit blue) was added to improve the photographic quality. The addition of the dye did not have any measurable effect on the surface tension of the alcohol.

Operating Procedure

Before each test drop the spherical tanks were carefully cleaned with a detergent solution and then with a chromic acid solution, rinsed in cold running water and then in distilled water, and finally dried over a Bunsen flame. All glassware such as graduate cylinders, funnels, or pipettes that came into contact with the test liquid were cleaned in the same manner. After cleaning, the spherical tanks were filled with the proper amount of test liquid by means of a graduate cylinder.

A timing trace using 60-cycle-per-second line current was made with the camera before and after every second drop. A plot of the frame number against time was later made and used to obtain equilibrium times for the test fluids. This method resulted in a measurement of time to an accuracy of 2 percent of the total equilibrium time.

At the start of a test drop the experiment package was statically balanced with brass weights, loaded into the drag shield, and hoisted to the eighth floor. A 1-foot length of wire clamped between two hardened steel blocks was used to support the experiment package and drag shield from the wire release mechanism. A photograph of the experiment package hanging inside and supporting the drag shield is shown in figure 11. Both side plates were attached and the hoist cables released. In order to ensure quiescent initial conditions, sufficient time was allowed for the disturbances in the test liquid to damp out. The camera and lights were started by breaking an external connection; they were allowed to run for 5 seconds before the actual drop.

During the drop both experiment and drag shield fell together. Immediately before impact into the sandbox, air resistance had slowed the drag shield to the point where the experiment package had caught up to it, and the experiment package rested on the bottom of the drag shield. Since the experiment package had contacted the bottom of the drag shield before impact into the sandbox, the time in weightlessness was 1.95 seconds.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental results of this investigation are presented in the form of selected photographs taken from the motion-picture data obtained
during each test drop. The liquid configuration both in a 1-g environment and in a weightless environment is discussed together with the manner of transition of the liquid from the 1-g configuration to the zero-g configuration. In addition, the effects of such parameters as tank size and amount of liquid in the tank on the equilibrium liquid configuration during weightlessness are evaluated.

Configuration of Mercury

The results of the experimental investigation of mercury in spherical glass tanks are presented in figures 12 to 22 in the form of selected photographs taken from the motion-picture data obtained during each test drop. The results obtained in the 34-, 54-, 200-, 500-, and 1068-milliliter glass spheres are presented in figures 12 to 16. For each of these sizes of spheres and for each ratio of liquid to tank volume investigated, two photographs are presented. The first photograph shows the liquid configuration prior to being subjected to zero gravity. The second photograph presents the equilibrium liquid configuration when exposed to a zero-gravity environment. It should be noted that complete stability was not achieved in all test drops; hence, the photographs showing the equilibrium configuration of the liquid were selected as the liquid was oscillating about this configuration. The results obtained from the 100-milliliter glass spheres are presented in figures 17 to 22. These figures present a sequence of photographs after 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, and 1.95 seconds of exposure to zero gravity for six ratios of liquid to tank volume. It should be noted that in some of the figures the same size tank appears as two different sizes. This resulted from a change in the camera lens size during the experimental program.

It can be seen that at 1 g the mercury rests in a pool at the bottom of the sphere. The liquid-vapor surface of the mercury is essentially flat. At low ratios of liquid to tank volume a convex meniscus was observed as shown in figures 13(a) to (c). The measured contact angle of the mercury with the glass spheres used in this investigation was of the order of 125°. As the amount of mercury in the sphere was increased, the height of the meniscus decreased because of the curvature of the wall, so that when the sphere was approximately 80 percent full, no meniscus existed. Typical photographs of the 80-percent-full sphere are shown in figures 14(f), 15(f), and 21. As the liquid-to-tank-volume ratio was increased above 80 percent, the meniscus became concave as shown schematically in figure 3(d). It should be noted that, regardless of the amount of mercury in the spheres, the contact angle remained unchanged; the variation in the height and direction of the meniscus is a function of the curvature of the tank walls.
Effect of volume ratio. - The stable equilibrium liquid configuration for mercury in spherical glass tanks in a weightless environment is one in which the liquid-vapor surface of the mercury is a surface of constant curvature and the mercury remains in contact with the walls of the sphere at the same contact angle as was observed in the 1-g environment. This equilibrium liquid configuration compares favorably with the predicted configuration shown in figure 3. At liquid- to tank-volume ratios less than 80 percent, the stable equilibrium liquid configuration is such that the liquid-vapor surface of the mercury is a spherical segment (figs. 12 to 16). At a liquid- to tank-volume ratio of 80 percent, the liquid-vapor surface of the mercury is flat (i.e., a surface of infinite radius, see figs. 14(f) and 15(f)). At volume ratios in excess of 80 percent the liquid-vapor surface is again a spherical segment; however, it is inverted with respect to that observed at fillings below 80 percent. The results of a test drop with a 97-percent-full sphere are shown in figure 22. Because of the nontransparency of mercury, the concave meniscus is not seen in this sequence of photographs. It can be concluded from the above results that the shape of the liquid-vapor surface in spherical tanks is dictated by the contact angle of the liquid and the constant-surface-curvature configuration, and that the contact angle is unaffected by the level of the gravity field.

Effect of tank size. - The equilibrium liquid configuration during weightlessness appears to be unaffected by the tank size over the range of sizes investigated (figs. 12 to 22).

Time history. - The manner in which the mercury migrates from the 1-g configuration to the zero-gravity equilibrium liquid configuration is shown in figures 17 to 22. As discussed previously, at zero gravity, nonuniform pressure forces acting on the liquid-vapor surface of the mercury because of nonuniform surface curvature cause the liquid to move down the walls of the tank. As a result of liquid inflow to the center of the liquid-vapor surface, the liquid in that region moves upward. The liquid mass then oscillates about the equilibrium liquid configuration until viscous forces in the liquid damp out the oscillations and bring the liquid to rest (see figs. 17, 19, 20, and 21). It should be noted that, in the case of the 80-percent-full sphere (fig. 21), the zero-gravity equilibrium liquid configuration is identical to the 1-g configuration; hence no liquid motion is observed when the sphere is placed in zero gravity.

It can be seen from figure 18 that there are times when the mercury completely leaves the tank walls. In these cases it is felt that the kinetic energy of the liquid resulting from the motion of the mercury down the tank walls causes an overshoot of the zero-gravity equilibrium configuration of sufficient magnitude to break the mercury loose from the tank walls. The mercury, upon leaving the walls and under the
action of surface tension, becomes spherical. This spherical mass of mercury leaves the wall with a small velocity, which causes it to impinge on the opposite wall of the tank. It is felt that after impingement and dissipation of energy the mercury assumes the stable equilibrium liquid configuration.

Configuration of Alcohol

The results of the experimental investigation of ethyl alcohol in spherical glass tanks are shown in figures 23 to 33 in the form of selected photographs taken from the motion-picture data obtained during each test drop. The results obtained in the 54-, 200-, 500-, and 1068-milliliter glass spheres are presented in figures 23 to 26. For each of these sizes of spheres and for each value of liquid-to-tank-volume ratio investigated, three photographs are presented. The first photograph shows the liquid configuration prior to being subjected to zero gravity. The second shows the liquid as it is approaching its equilibrium configuration. The third gives the liquid configuration after equilibrium is reached. The results obtained from the 100-milliliter glass spheres are presented in figures 27 to 33. These figures present a sequence of photographs during the 1.95-second period of weightlessness showing, generally, the approach to equilibrium and the liquid configuration after equilibrium is reached.

It can be seen from figures 23 to 33 that, at 1-g, the alcohol rests in a pool at the bottom of the sphere. The liquid-vapor surface is essentially flat. The meniscus is concave in all cases, and the liquid contacts the wall at an angle of 0°.

Effect of volume ratio. - The zero-gravity equilibrium liquid configuration for ethyl alcohol in spherical glass tanks at every liquid-to-tank-volume ratio investigated is a completely wetted tank wall with a spherical vapor bubble in the interior of the liquid. This configuration corresponds to the predicted configuration shown in figure 4. The second photograph for each liquid-to-tank-volume ratio in figures 23 to 26 shows the alcohol at the moment of total wetting.

Effect of tank size. - For each experimental test drop, a measure was made of the total time required for the alcohol to wet the walls of the spherical tanks completely. A plot of the total time required for complete wetting against the amount of liquid in the tank for the five tank sizes investigated is given in figure 34. The variation of total time to complete wetting with linear surface distance above the initial liquid level (i.e., total linear distance to be wetted) is presented in figure 35. Examination of these figures reveals that the time required to wet the tank walls completely increases as the volume of the tank
increases and decreases as the amount of liquid in a given tank increases. Typical times for total wetting to occur for a volume ratio of 70 percent were 0.52 and 1.76 seconds for the 54- and 1068-milliliter tanks, respectively.

**Time history.** - The manner in which the alcohol migrates from the 1-g configuration to the zero-g equilibrium liquid configuration is shown in figures 27 to 33. Upon exposure to zero gravity the alcohol rises up the tank wall until total wetting has occurred. The vapor bubble can be observed to oscillate about the spherical configuration.

**Effect of Liquid Properties**

In order to determine what effect liquid properties had on the time to wet the tank walls completely, two test drops were made in which three 100-milliliter glass spheres, each containing a different liquid, were mounted in the experimental test package. Three totally wetting liquids were used, carbon tetrachloride, ethyl alcohol, and water. These liquids were chosen because they have nearly the same viscosity but different density and surface tension (see table of liquid properties). The photographic results obtained from these two drops are presented in figures 36 and 37. These two sequences of photographs reveal that water, which has the lowest density to surface-tension ratio, completely wetted the tank walls in the shortest time, while carbon tetrachloride, which has the largest density to surface-tension ratio, required the longest time. The total time to wet the tank walls completely is plotted against the liquid-to-tank-volume ratio in figure 38. These results agree with the analysis of Benedikt (see ref. 2), which indicated that the time to reach equilibrium is directly proportional to the square root of the density to surface-tension ratio.

**SUMMARY OF RESULTS**

The experimental investigation of the equilibrium liquid configuration of typical wetting and nonwetting liquids in spherical glass tanks in a weightless environment yielded the following results:

1. The stable equilibrium liquid configuration for mercury in spherical glass tanks in a weightless environment was one in which the liquid-vapor surface was a surface of constant curvature and the mercury remains in contact with the tank walls at the same contact angle as was observed in the 1-g environment.

2. The zero-gravity equilibrium liquid configuration of mercury appears to be unaffected by tank size.
3. The equilibrium configuration of mercury was affected by the liquid- to tank-volume ratio to the extent that at volume ratios below 80 percent the liquid-vapor surface was convex and at volume ratios above 80 percent the liquid-vapor surface was concave. At a volume ratio of 80 percent the liquid-vapor surface was flat.

4. The liquid contact angle remained constant at 1 g and at zero g and appeared to be unaffected by the level of the gravity field.

5. The zero-gravity equilibrium configuration for ethyl alcohol in spherical glass tanks was a completely wetted tank wall with a spherical vapor bubble in the interior of the liquid.

6. For carbon tetrachloride, ethyl alcohol, and water, the time required to wet the tank wall completely increased with an increase in the density to surface-tension ratio.

Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Cleveland, Ohio, December 4, 1961
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(a) Wetting liquid; $0^\circ < \theta < 90^\circ$.

(b) Nonwetting liquid; $90^\circ < \theta < 180^\circ$.

Figure 1. - Surface-tension forces $\sigma$ and contact angle $\theta$ at solid-liquid-vapor interfaces.
(a) Low liquid-to-tank-volume ratios.

(b) High liquid-to-tank-volume ratios.

Figure 2. - Spherical tank partially filled with wetting liquid. Contact angle: $0^\circ < \theta < 90^\circ$. 
Figure 3. - Spherical tank partially filled with nonwetting liquid at different liquid-to-tank-volume ratios. Contact angle: $90^\circ < \theta < 180^\circ$. 

(a) 30 percent full.

(b) 60 percent full.

(c) 80 percent full.

(d) 95 percent full.
Figure 4. - Spherical tank partially filled with totally wetting liquid. Contact angle $\theta$, $0^\circ$. 
Figure 5. - Spherical tank partially filled with totally nonwetting liquid. Contact angle $\theta, 180^\circ$. 
Figure 6. - 100-foot drop tower for simulation of weightlessness.
Figure 7. - Schematic drawing of 100-foot drop tower.
Figure 8. - Schematic drawing showing position of experiment package and drag shield before, during, and after test drop.
Figure 3. - View of experiment package showing camera, batteries, light box, and balancing weights.
Figure 10. - View of experiment package showing spherical tank containing test liquid mounted inside light box.
Figure 12. - Mercury in 54-milliliter glass spheres over range of liquid-to-tank-volume ratios.
Figure 13. - Mercury in 54-milliliter glass spheres over range of liquid-to tank-volume ratios.
Figure 13. - Concluded. Mercury in 54-milliliter glass spheres over range of liquid-to-tank-volume ratios.
Figure 14. - Mercury in 200-milliliter glass spheres over range of liquid-to tank-volume ratios.
Figure 14. Concluded. Mercury in 200-milliliter glass spheres over range of liquid-to-tank-volume ratios.
Figure 15. - Mercury in 500-milliliter glass spheres over range of liquid-to-tank-volume ratios.
l-g configuration

Zero-g equilibrium configuration

(d) 40 percent full.

(e) 60 percent full.

(f) 80 percent full.

Figure 15. - Concluded. Mercury in 500-milliliter glass spheres over range of liquid- to tank-volume ratios.
Figure 16. - Mercury in 1068-milliliter glass spheres over range of liquid-to-tank-volume ratios.
Figure 17. - Mercury in 100-milliliter glass sphere during 1.05 seconds of zero gravity at liquid- to tank-volume ratio of 5 percent.
Figure 18. - Mercury in 100-milliliter glass sphere during 1.35 seconds of zero gravity at liquid-to-tank-volume ratio of 10 percent.
Figure 19. - Mercury in 100-milliliter glass sphere during 1.95 seconds of zero gravity at liquid-to-tank volume ratio of 20 percent.
Figure 20. - Mercury in 1000-milliliter glass sphere during 1.95 seconds of zero gravity at liquid-to-tank-volume ratio of 40 percent.
Figure 21. - Images of E. coli bacteria within a liquid cloud during the period of zero gravity at liquid-air interface. The scale of the image is representative.
Figure 92. - University in 1 mililiter glass sphere during 1.35 seconds of zero gravity with liquid-to-tank-volume ratio of 57 percent.
Figure 78. - Ethanol in 1-ml glass sphere. The range of liquid is indicated by the solid line.

(a) 50% percent full.

(b) 47% percent full.

(c) 40% percent full.

(d) 4% percent full.
Figure 27. - (continued) Alcohol in 14-milliliter glass vial at end of range of liquid-to-gas volume ratios.
Figure 44 - Continued.  noticed here are the sudden changes in focus due to the variable conditions.
Figure 31. - Effect of liquid to tank-volume ratio on movement of glass spheres.
Figure 6B. Chart showing the oscillations of a glass sphere with varying liquid-air column ratios.
Figure 3A. - Included. 100% and 10% of all other values over range of liquid-to-tank-volume ratios.
Figure 27. - 95% alcohol in 100-milliliter glass sphere during 1.75 seconds of zero gravity at liquid-to-tank-volume ratio of 35 percent.
Figure 28. - Ethyl alcohol in 100-milliliter glass sphere during 1.95 seconds of zero gravity at liquid-to-tank-volume ratio of 40 percent.
Figure 29. - Ethyl alcohol in 100-milliliter glass sphere during 1.95 seconds of zero gravity at liquid-to-tank-volume ratio of 50 percent.
Figure 30. - Ethyl alcohol in 100-milliliter glass sphere during 1.95 seconds of zero gravity at liquid-to-tank-volume ratio of 60 percent.
Figure 51. - Ethyl alcohol in 100-milliliter glass sphere during 1.95 seconds of zero gravity at liquid-to-tank-volume ratio of 70 percent.
Figure 32. - Ethyl alcohol in 2 ml-sphere during 1.95 seconds of zero gravity at liquid-to-tank-volume ratio of 8% percent.
Figure 33. - Ethyl alcohol in 100-milliliter glass sphere during 1.95 seconds of zero gravity at liquid-to-tank-volume ratio of 30 percent.
Figure 34. - Total time required for ethyl alcohol to wet tank walls after entering weightlessness as function of volume ratio.
Figure 35. - Total time required for ethyl alcohol to wet tank walls after entering weightlessness as function of distance above liquid.
Figure 36. - Carbon tetrachloride, ethyl alcohol, and water during 1.95 seconds of zero gravity at liquid-to-tank-volume ratio of 50 percent.
Figure 37.- Carbon tetrachloride, ethyl alcohol, and water during 1.05 seconds of zero gravity at liquid-to-tank-volume ratio of 70 percent.
Figure 38. - Comparison of time required to wet tank walls completely for three liquids in 100-milliliter glass spheres.
The behavior of ethyl alcohol and mercury in spherical glass tanks was experimentally investigated in a zero-gravity environment. The results indicated that, for mercury, the equilibrium liquid configuration is such that the mercury remains in contact with the spherical tank wall at the same contact angle as was observed at 1g and the liquid-vapor surface is a surface of constant curvature. For alcohol, the equilibrium liquid configuration is a totally wetted tank wall with a vapor bubble in the interior of the liquid.
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